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ANNOUNCING THE SECOND A .H .P .S, CONVENTION AT SEPAD 1979, OCTOBER 5 - 7, 1979

The first national convention of A .H .P .S ., at MILCOPEX '78 in Milwaukee, was
so successful that your officers have made plans for a second one . It will
be held during next October's SEPAD, the annual exhibition sponsored by the
Associated Stamp Clubs of Southeastern Pennsylvania and Delaware in Phila -
delphia .

	

The SEPAD committee already has reserved a room for the A .H .P .S.
meeting on Saturday, October 6, 1979, from 2 :00 to 4 :00 p .m . Please reserve
this date on your calendar now.

The A .H .P .S . program will be divided into a one-hour business meeting and a
showing of the slide talk "Switzerland: A Panorama of its Postal History and
Stamps ."

	

SEPAD is also providing a society booth at which A .H .P .S . repre -
sentatives may distribute sample copies of TELL and membership information
throughout the Friday-to-Sunday show.

The nationally rated SEPAD exhibition will also feature as many Swiss
displays as we can attract through advance publicity.	 All entries will be eli-

gible for the A .H .P .S . President's Award (introduced at MILCOPEX) and gold,
silver and bronze Helvetia medals for the next three best exhibits (assuming
a minimum of seven) . Dealers who usually take booths at SEPAD will also re -
ceive notice of the A .H .P .S . convention so they will bring Swiss material.

The SEPAD site will give Eastern members of A .H .P .S . an opportunity to par -
ticipate in this convention . The 2 p .m . starting time for the Saturday pro-
gram will allow those from New England to Virginia to reach SEPAD by car
that day in time for the business meeting.

Volunteers from the Philadelphia area are invited to serve on the arrange -
ments committee for this convention . Please contact the undersigned if you
are willing and able to serve . Suggestions for a souvenir cacheted cover
may be submitted by anyone .

	

Write to :

	

Harlan Stone, A .H .P .S . Vice-Pres .,
48 Division Avenue
SUMMIT NJ 07901 .

	

Thank you!!!
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TELL is the official journal of the .,American Helvetia Philatelic Society (A.H.P.S.), affiliate

No . 52 of the American Philatelic Society (A .P .S.) and is published eleven times a year . Sub-

scription (included in the dues of the Society) per 1979 is 35 .00 in the U .S., Canada and Me-

xico, i7.00 overseas by seamail, and 311 .00 overseas by airmail . -- Articles on Swiss, Liech-

tenstein and U .N .Geneva philately are always welcome . -- Advertising rates apply as given be-

low or are available from the editor if not shown in all issues.

ELECTED OFFICERS, 1979-80:

President : Robert Zeigler, 704 W . Iowa Street, URBANA (IL) 61801

Vice-President : Harlan Stone . 48 Division Avenue, SUMMIT (NJ) 07901

Secretary : John Barrett, 1009 Harding Street . JACKSON (MS) 39202

Treasurer : Frank Young, 412 N . Main Street, HERKIMER (NY) 13350
Regional Dir.West : Donn Lueck . 6238 N . 38th Drive, PHOENIX (AZ) 85019
Regional Dir. Central : Burns Speer, 4308 Westport Road, LOUISVILLE (KY) 40207
Regional Dir. East: David Durham, 854 Euclid Avenue, ELMIRA (NY) 14901

APPOINTED OFFICERS, 1979-80:

Editor-pro-tem (and immediate past presídent) : Felix Ganz, Apt . 3303, 1130 S.
Michigan Avenue, CHICAGO (IL) 60605

Publisher	 Manager, TELL : Robert Clarke, 1708 Autumn Lane, ARLINGTON (TX) 76012
Librarian : Robert Scheuermann, POB 163, PARK RIDGE (IL) 60068
Auction Manager : Gerald Diamond, 60 Silver Birch Lane, PEARL RIVER (NY) 10965

Circuit Sales Manager : (ONLY THROUGH THE END OF THE 1978-79 CIRCUIT SEASON)
Mario Wiedenmeier, 12 Lyncrest, GALVESTON TX 77550

Additional appointed officers' names and addresses will appear as appointed.

WELCOME TO THE FOLLOWING NEW A.H.P.S, MEMBERS:

1717 : H.M . STROESSLER, jr., IL	 Addresses of A .H.P .S . members are not given out . With the
1728 : Henry A. PALYS, IL

	

consent of a respective member, however, such addresses
1729 : Francis ADAMS, SINGAPORE

	

can be made available through the secretary or the treas-
1730 : Gene KELLY, CA

	

urer of the Society.
1731 : Donald A . HICKOK	 CA
hj2 William E. WOOD, CA

	

It is hoped that all of these members will remain staunch

1733 Jacques SCHIRACH, SWITZERLAND supporters of A .H .P .S . for many years . One of the more

173 4 : Coley RITTER, NC

	

recent joinees, P. Guinand (1707 is an officiai expert
for the Association of Swiss Philatelic Societies, the

third such expert we number among our members . Mr . Guinand specializes in the Standing
Helvetia issues with their myriads of varieties, retouches, and plate flaws .
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THE NEW PRESIDENT SPEAKS:

Dear Fellow Members,

As your new president I would like to thank those who
took the time to vote for me . I will try as best I can to
merit your continued support.

The past two years under Felix Ganz's presidency have
been good for the AHPS . I will be hard-pressed to equal Felix's
capable leadership ; but since it appears that Felix will now
be Editor of TELL, we have a good chance to maintain the excellent
standards established by the previous Editor, Bob Ross.

Those who have led the Society thus far have built a
healthy organization . The fiscal position of the Society is
sufficiently sound that dues for 1979 have not been raised,
despite widespread inflation and rising postal rates . The
donation auction was instrumental in this success.

The number of members has remained over 500, but there
is still plenty of room for growth . While the Secretary has
primary recruiting responsibility, every member is encouraged
to help him out . To this end, any member (other than the
Secretary) who recruits three new members for 1979 will not
have to pay dues for 1980 . A newly revised, fully updated
membership brochure is available now from the new Secretary, Dr.
John Barrett, and I urge every member who is in a position to
recruit to ask for forms.

Beyond recruiting, members can help by writing articles
about Swiss philately or about Switzerland for publication in
TELL . Articles need not break new ground ; reviews of known or
basic areas are useful for beginners.

Over the next few months, preparations and plans will go
forward for the second national convention of AHPS at SEPAD in
Philadelphia . Harlan Stone will be in charge of local coordina-
tion with SEPAD.

Another project that I would like to see realized at the
end of this year is a five-year index for TELL . This will
sharply increase the usefulness of TELL to members and re-
searchers alike.

I also hope to see more support, and possibly certain
key acquisitions, for the Library.

Members are very welcome to write me to suggest possible
areas of improvement for the Society . I'm open to suggestions.
In the meantime, the new officers will do their best to build
on the fine work that has already been done .

	

.
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NEWS, TIDBITS, TRIVIA AND VARIA FROM THE EDITOR-PRO-TEM'S BINS:

Notice is given

	

herewith that the board of A .H .P .S . is earnestly searching for
a regular . permanent editor, the current arrangement being at best temporary.
Until such a person will be found during the 1979 calendar year, writers.
informants and parties interested in trading, selling and/or advertising phila -
telic matters pertaining to Switzerland and Liechtenstein are invited to send
their communications to the Chicago address printed on page 2 of this issue.
PLEASE OMIT, in correspondence to all your officers and society members, ANY
reference to A .H .P .S . and/or philately in general in your address . You only
invite ripoff artists and thieves to ply their nefarious activities . -- An en-
closed postage stamp or a stamped, addressed envelope will be always very much
appreciated, though!

Contributions to this monthly column are invited . If you see something of in-
terest concerning Switzerland -- preferably philatelic in nature -- then please
forward such information to your editor . Five-hundred pairs of eyes are better
than one! Guarantee for usage in TELL cannot be promised . however . Always
indicate source, date and if necessary author, etc ., please.

Support our advertisers . Without them, TELL might have to shrink . Have you ever
written to any of them and asked if they might have that item you have been
unable to find? Try it : it is certainly worth a 15t or a 31¢ stamp.

TELL is not copyrighted . Therefore articles contained within, unless specifi -
cally marked "copyright" may be reprinted without permission, provided that
TELL and the author are mentioned in the reprint.

Deadline for short items appearing in TELL is the third of the month preceding
an issue ; i .e . : February 3 for the March TELL ; etc . For articles (which should
be submitted either double-spaced, or camera-ready single-spaced) the lag time
is even greater . Illustrations should be strongly black/white contrasting.

Any A .H .P .S . member in the process of moving or relocating MUST advise the So -
ciety's secretary and the circulation manager of the new address at the earli -

est possible date . Then your TELLs will not go astray . (Bulk mail usually is
not forwarded by the USPS -- and often not returned, either!)

January and February 1979 TELLs contain a number of "windups" from Bob Ross
(thanks . man!) -- hence the mixture of size and style type . Future TELL issues

may turn out to be more uniform in appearance.

THE NEW MASTHEAD of this publication is the result of some transatlantic team-
work between a promising young artist, age 14 and named Urs Lang, of Thun,
Switzerland, and A .H .P .S . member Bill Kolliker, professional artist/designer
in Texas ; plus some guidance from Ad Scribe A .L .Rainey in Ohio . Thank you very
much . artists young and older, for your creative efforts which show our Swiss
national hero, William Tell . against a background of the Mythen mountains that
tower over the cradle of Switzerland . --Urs Lang, it may now be told, was the
creator of those hilariously funny "essays " depicting Swiss politicians as si -

mians (TELL, October 1977) . Some of these "stamps" were accepted as postage!!!

If you write (brickbats or bouquets) to your editor you can thrill him by send -
ing your communication on or in a piece of postai stationery (which he collects)
or franked with a zip or similar tab stamp (which he also collects . NO PLATE

SINGLES NOR BLOCKS) .

	

-- On parcels from our sales circuits you may also try
to affix postage stamps (of unusual denominations, for instance) instead of
those "dumb" meters . The recipient will be pleased, especially if the stamps
should arrive uncanceled (as is quite often the case) 	
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. . . . MORE NEWS, TIDBITS, TRIVIA and VARIA . . ..

A First Day Cover Society is being formed in Switzerland . Interested A .H .P .S.
members versed in the German language should address A .H .P .S . dealer-member,
Hans Schwarzenbach, Limmatquai 72, 8001 ZURICH (Switzerland) for details.
(Enclose an international reply coupon .)

The November . 1978 SBZ (Schweizerische Briefmarken-Zeitung) contains a number
of interesting articles : Geneva Interverti	 (= wrongly cut Geneva Cantonals on
cover), an inquiry on a mysterious, blackbird-like fancy cancel found on a few
Rayon stamps (and now deleted from listing in the new Andres-Emmenegger can-
cellations handbook), and observations on the organization of a "Heimat" or
locally topical collection.

TELL will feature an article series on the ship posts of Lake Maggiore (Ver-
bano) soon . The author is Mr . Laurence Moore, president of our British sister
society . who has given the first rights to his much updated article, origin-
ally published about 15 years ago, to TELL.

Speaking of water : The police inspectorate of the often prude city of Bern.
capital of Switzerland, has approved, until further notice, swimming in the
altogether in one of the city's indoor pools, on Wednesdays ONLY . On those
days dressed observers and people in swim attire are not admitted.
This brings to mind a story leading back to philately : the shapely wife of a
prominent Chicago philatelist felt neglected . One evening she appeared in his
"sacred" stamp den dressed only in three strategically placed postage stamps.
His curt reply, after the briefest side glance : BLAST IT ; did you HAVE to take
mint stamps and ruin them?

For persons unable to read another language, the Philatelic Foundation, 270
Madison Ave . . New York NY 10016, has published a Philatelic 	 Dictionary in five
languages : English, French, German, Italian, and Spanish . From the Ph .F . : $3.

The Swiss PTT's 1979 budget . as presented to the Federal Government in Bern,
expects to show a net gain of 285 million SFr .

	

That includes of course the
federal telephone and telegraph services . -- No figures for 1978 are known yet.
except that 2 .009,378 Lemanex souvenir sheets were sold, netting the Swiss
Fund, after paying for the Lemanex expenses, a very substantial sum .

	

For 1977
the PTT recently reported a

	

total of 789 .5 million domestic and 116 .9 million
international pieces of mai ; originating in the country . These are increases
of 5 .3 and 3 .5% respectively, for a total of 906 .4 million pieces handled.
Total stamps sold in 1977 : more than 750 million ; or about 120 per capita.
Fewer stamps, though, were sold at post offices (meters further advancing)
but 13,375 new subscribers (for a total of 147 .300 total served by the Phila -
telic Service in Bern) more than made up the difference .

	

If YOU have not yet
contacted that office and contracted for receiving new issues at face . you are
missing out on something very basic.

In contrast to the large number of Lemanex souvenir sheets sold, only about
half of the 45,000 printed Lemanex catalogues containing the unofficial pro-
gressive proof card were bought or given out . Some have been sold since then;
but the remainders are to be destroyed . Whether or not that also applies to
the souvenir card is not yet known . The card will be a better souvenir, though.

PIPEX '79 will be held on June 8-9-10 in New Westminster, BC, Canada, as a na-
tional-rated show . AHPS member Ken Barlow . 1055 Ottawa . West Vancouver B .C .,
V7S 2J2, Canada, requests Swiss exhibits (6 page frames) and hopes for a re -
gional A .H .P .S . reunion or meeting . Prospectus will be available soon . Anyone
interested in exhibiting or going should drop Ken an affirmative note .
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. . . . MORE NEWS, TIDBITS, TRIVIA and VARIA.

In the early summer of 1971 a U .S . Dollar was a respected currency which re-
turned SFr . 4 .20 when exchanged . By October of 1978 it had slipped to a low of
buying only SFr . 1 .40, or ONE THIRD of its former value . a decline of 66% . and
with a converse increase of the Swiss Franc's buying power by three . No wonder
some people have been hoarding Swiss Francs . Since November 1 the dollar has
improved somewhat ; but Swiss goods and services all have become frightfully
expensive if not unattainable to a dollar-based customer.

Your editor was awarded a vermeil at the nationally rated CPS show (Chicago,
October 1978) for a new exhibit : Pre-Confederation Switzerland, 1748 - 1848.
This is not recorded here for purposes of gloating or bragging, but rather as
a request to all society members who DO win awards at shows to report them.
Articles accepted for publication and acquisition of unusual items also should
be reported --- notably if such items (covers) could be illustrated and descri -
bed in TELL . Anonymity may be a virtue ; but it sure helps make TELL dull!

At the Silvio Chiani auction in Zürich (November 1978) one of the most unusual

	

lots to be offered was a block of four of Z .	 air #20	 var .9 : Inverted over-
print 10 on 15 green (League of Nations 1932 commem .), on a properly transmit -
ted though philatelic card. Minimum bid : SFr . 50,000 ; realization : SFr .53 .000,
plus 12% buyer's surcharge of SFr . 6360 ; = total SFr . 59,360, or U .S .$ 38 .000!
GESUNDHEIT! Some observers suspect that the lot did not sell, but went to the
house on a reserve.

Just published by SPOSS, Inc ., 835 Page Mill Road . Palo Alto CA 94304, a 531 p.
volume, available for $22 . postpaid in the U .S . ($23 . elsewhere) entitled
Modern Switzerland . It contains 27 articles in English, written by experts in
Switzerland, and covers such topics as Public Health ; the Judicial System ; En -
ergy Production and Resources ; Churches in our Times ; Sports ; Industry/Labor
Relations ; Tourism ; the Constitution ; the Banking Industry ; and much more . For
someone interested in background information on mother Helvetia : this is it!

Member Wetter (November TELL) was unhappy over his favorite country's canceling
stamps to order . For Switzerland this is really quite old hat and goes back to
at least 1912 when sheets of 1910 franchise stamps, then not available mint to
collectors, were canceled in Bern on request . League of Nations and I .L .O . is-
sues prior to 1944, and perforated officials were not available mint either and
were all c .t .o . So were most 1938 Pro Aero stamps .

	

In addition . postage dues
and any other stamps can, or could, be presented at any post office window for
cancellation . Where do you think all those beautifully center-canceled blocks
of four are coming from? Not from commercial mail . to be sure . The big differ -
ence between Swiss "c .t .o ." and those of eastern countries is this : in Switzer-
land you pay FULL FACE before you ask the clerk to cancel your goodies . Is that
therefore really THAT terrible and wrong? (I wish I could present some of my
U .S . stamps or blocks of four at a p .o . window for favor canceling .) Currently
Swiss collectors pay about 50% more for LoN and ILO favor canceled stamps than
for those used on correspondence .--Tastes sure are different . Frankly : if re-
mainders of the 1881-82 granite paper Seated Helvetia issue had then been sold
to collectors canceled (instead of mint at discount prices) we would not now
be inundated or buried by avalanches of false or "posthumous" cancellations on
those stamps.

The February 1979 TELL will contain an index to articles and authors of all
1978 issues . Is there a volunteer who will undertake the job of not only in -
dexing the previous years of TELL, but the preceding Helvetia	 Heralds and Alp-
horns as well? If you like challenging work for winter evenings, step forward .
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ZUMSTEIN No . 215Y : "THICK" OR "THIN" PAPER? by Eugene C . Engman

Identification of several of Zumstein's classifications of "thick" vs . "thin" papers
has eluded me for years . In pursuing this subject, I have been unable to discover any
pertinent research on the subject other than that related to the much earlier "Strubel"
issues.

The following comments have been assembled in an attempt to ignite an interest in the
question by fellow A .H.P .S . members who may wish to pursue additional research.

For this initial article, I have chosen to examine Zumstein # 215Y (P . 247) . My
particular interest lies in preliminarily defining the difference between conventional
# 215Y, 215Y-9 and 215Y-12 types ; essentially the difference in paper thickness . All
research has been performed on postally used copies.

After examining and culling several thousand copies of 215Y it became apparent that
the usually accepted method of determining thick and thin papers, although useful in most
cases, was superficial.

The usual physical determinant . elasticity snap or rebound of paper, can indicate not
only thick paper, but hard paper as well . In addition, gum impregnation, loss of paper
binder by soaking and deterioration of paper with age can skew such easily performed physical
tests . Transparence can be seriously affected by gum impregnation.

It would thus appear that physical measurement of the gauge of the paper is the only
true reliable definition of which papers are "thick" and "thin".

Using a Brown and Sharp industrial micrometer (patent # 2555243), I proceeded to gauge
a non-statistical sample of 215Y copies . It is important to note that almost all of the
"thick" and "thin" copies (as defined later in this article) were extracted from several
thousand copies of #215 which I sorted based on the previously mentioned physical tests.

I have every reason to believe that the several thousand #215 copies had not been
previously sorted for "thick" or "thin" papers as the group had come to me "in toto" from
a large Swiss accumulation . The accumulation (est . 300,000 stamps) yielded numerous common
to scarce plate faults, varieties . specialist items, etc ., over a sorting period of months.

Gauging of the group of physically presumed "thick" and "thin" papers as well as other
215Y copies in my stock books produced a range of .0029" to.0041"(1). Again it should be
mentioned that almost all of the upper and lower ranges were copies I had previously felt
were "thick" or "thin" papers based on the physical tests.

Caution must be made at this point . The "mid-range" gross numbers of stamps are
enormously underrepresented in the small sample I have gauged . Based on the lar ge lot ex-
perience I had, I would estimate that the .0035 to .0038 range should be multiplied by at
least 50 to 80 times : The scarcity of the copies falling above .00380 and below .00350 is
thus obvious and I believe represents Zumstein's "thick" and "thin" papers.

Contrary to Zumstein's (2) scarcity factors (based on used price) of "thick" paper
(15 s .f .) and "thin" paper (100 s .f .) the study appears to indicate that the "thick" papers
are almost twice as scarce as "thin" papers.

(1) The 10,000 " reading was necessarily interpolated.
(2) Spezialkatalog Uber die Briefmarken der Schweiz und von Liechtenstein,

xxi. Auflage -- Zumstein & Cie .
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THE POSTAL MARKINGS AND

CANCELLATIONS IN SWITZERLAND AND

LIECHTENSTEIN ; Part 71

By Felix Ganz

RAILROAD STATION WINDUP ;
AUTOMOBILE & SHIP STATION CANCELS

Anyone who could bear plowing through the last ten or so instalments of
this article should be saluted and congratulated for persistence.

Sometimes, however, it seems necessary to produce such a "scholarly" piece
on a hitherto uncharted field, at length and for the firsttime, and this
is what happened here . Interestingly there was to be seen, at Lemanex 78,
a most noteworthy and well presented exhibit of these railway station
cancellations, by Hans Dönni of the Bern area, and the similarity of his
typology and the one developed here was quite surprising:

It might be stated that in the course of publication of this article se-
veral inquiries were received ; but so far only one really different type
has been reported . It is a type not in use before 1976-
77, and it is pictured at right . At first it looked as
if this type, 4.897/4 .898 , might be but a damaged ver-
sion of type 4 .873 ; but it has shown up from at least
a dozen different localities and thus must be

considered in its own right: (2 boxes with station name et al.)

Anyone, however, is cordially invited to check his/her
holdings and to report, with a xerox, what does not seem to fit into the
now completed typology . Eventually an addenda list may be published . But
PLEASE only report items on postal cover, tying a postage stamp, and not
obvious favor items, nor such cancellations on railroad forms or stam ps,
nor anything before 1922.

There are three additions to RPO cancellations to report as well . Friend A.
Müller, in Bern, furnished all three -- together with a sigh of "when is

this discovering of new stuff going to end in this little country of ours?"

The three new items, found since
last May and known in only one or two
examples each so far, are : Type XI
(cf . Fig .13, TELL, October 1976)with
legend AARAU A BERNE (1863) ; TypeA1
(or Type XLVIIIa ; Fig .67-69 ;cf . TELL,
February 1977) with legend
ST.GALLEN-LINDAU-ST.GALLEN, an international RPO
from Switzerland through Austria into

Germany ; and Type LVII (C3), REGIONAL SAIGNELEGIER, with 6 instead of 7 bars
in the semicircles (TELL, February 1977). And that temporarily ends this list.

Many months back, in passing, it was stated that cancellations similar to
railroad station strikes were used not only at certain lakes ' steamer stati-
ons, but also at certain automobile terminals and depots . There are quite a
few such towns that have no railroad service, but bus service instead.

The only legitimate examples this writer has seen, however, emanate from
one town, the famous mountain and ski resort of Adelboden, in the Canton
of Bern . Shown at left are two different strikes from the bus line's
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terminal . One is from a special de-
livery letter . It is possible that
two or three other towns on this line
also canceled weekend mail ; but no
examples have been seen . And it is
also possible that some depots on
some other bus lines (PTT or conces-
sioned, private! at times may have

canceled weekend or evening hours mail posted in boxes outside their termi-
nals ; but again proof lacks . There are favor cancellations, of course, and
one such is shown at the left of this instalment ' s heading (FRIBOURG-gare
AUTOBUS G .F .M .) . There was no need whatsoever for this marking to be put
on a stamp : the (legitimately operating) bus line operates from in front of
Fribourg's federal railways station and has no separate letter box for mail.
Furthermore the Swiss PTT operates a railway station mail transboarding fa-
cility at Fribourg RR station 24 hours a day, seven days a week -- with its
own cancellation FRIBOURG GARE (cds .) . Thus each strike of this type must
be very carefully researched for factual evidence of legitimate use before
adding it to a collection that is philatelically acceptable and not just a
souvenir hunter's scrapbook filler : (Unfortunately, though, twenty-five
years after such souvenirs have been perpetrated and the producer has died
or retired, no one remembers the facts ; and cancellations of these types,
100% favor-made-to-order philatelic and never postally forwarded, have found
entry in otherwise completely legitimate auctions where they command at
times unreal, high prices . . .a sad chapter on the uninformedness of collector
and dealer/auctioneer alike .)

Ship station cancellations, discussed in a series of articles (in this ser-
ies) in the HELVETIA HERALD of 1973-74, parts XXII - XXVII, also belong to
this general chapter because the station masters of landing piers on lakes
Lucerne (Vierwaldstättersee), Brienz (south shore), and Thun (south shore),
as well as at other times station masters at other lakes were under the same
obligation of speeding up weekend mail as were their colleagues at train
stations.

Some of these markings are shown below . Earlier types may include an anchor
in the design ; but more recent ones are indistinguishable from train station
markings except by knowing the location of a certain station . If your rail-
road station guide does not list a town such as Vitznau, Weggis, Beckenried,
Treib, Bauen, Kehrsiten, Buochs, Iseltwald, or the like, then you most like-

ly are the possessor of a ship station cancellation. Good hunting . Here
too, however, the specific station ' s right or obligation to cancel mail
must be researched, and strikes from such towns as Ouchy (on Lake Geneva)
or Erlach (on Lake Biel/Bienne) will remain questionable items until pro-
ven otherwise -- i .e . : found on an absolutely unquestionable, entire cover .
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APS Affiliates Meeting & Luncheon . Hyatt-Regency Hotel . Indianapolis, IN, 1—2 PM Thursday.
Sept. 21, 1978 . Mrs . Barbara deViolini, Affiliate Committee Chairman, hostess.

John E . Foxworth. Jr . . President, American Philatelic Society . introduced Alfred J . Branton of Chelmsford . Sussex, England, repre-

sentative of the British Caribbean Philatelic Society and Fellow, Royal Philatelic Society, London . as the delegate to the meeting who
traveled the longest distance in order to attend . Mr. Branston offered some kind words of welcome to the guests in invitation to the up-
coming International Exhibition to be held in London, England, in 1980 . [The APS' Spring Meeting will be held in London in conjunc-
tion with the International show[

The first APS Affiliates meeting was held in 1971 . The APS is the United States' representative to the F.I.P. (Federation Internationale
de Philatelie, the international governing body of Philatelic exhibitions of International suture, etc .) Affiliates are requested to submit
recommendations for both Judges and Commissioners to International shows to the APS for consideration, to allow the widest spectrum
of interests and qualifications of both groups to be chosen to serve our national philatelic interests in and at such events.

President Foxworth's closing remarks strongly accented the question : "What can the APS do for the Affiliates?"

Col. James T . DeVoss, Executive Director of the American Philatelic Society, was introduced by President Foxworth, and enumera-
ted some of the many advantages of APS Affiliates, including :	 The American Philatelic Research Library, Inc .-pointing out that	 all mem-
bers of anyAPSAffiliate, whether or not they are individual APS members, have full use of the facilities of that Library ; the possiblity.
entirely at the discretion of the Affiliate involved at any time, of merging the library of any Affiliate with the APRL, where full-time,
professional library staff are available to promptly and competently handle any library business such as lending of books . Such libraries
are not—unless agreed at time of acceptance by APRL—returned to the donor/lender if affiliation terminates . due to the costly work in-
volved in blending the literary items into APRL's master holdings, cataloging and the like, but this can be negotiated as circumstances
may warrant in any given instance.

Col . DeVoss added that many other services are available to Affiliates of the APS . such as the	 APSSales Division and a regularAffili
ate column in the APS' journal, The American Philatelist . A question and answer period ensued, during which the following points were
discussed:

Mrs. Lois Evans, Librarian, APRL Inc., notes the upcoming computerization and library catalog program of the Library, and Col.
DeVoss adds that APS ' membership will be entirely on computer about the end of 1978 or early 1979 . with many services—such as list-
ings by collecting interest of all APS members ; possible availability of Affiliate mailing label lists [even including non-APS members] to
reduce cost of mailings by Affiliates to their own membership.

Dr . R. L. D. Davidson, President of the APRL, Inc., invites affiliate representatives present to attend the APRL open meeting to be
held 2 PM Saturday, Sept. 23. 1978 at the STaMpsHOW '78 site in Indianapolis, and introduces APRL journal editor Charles J . Peterson.

Charles J . Peterson, editor, Philatelic Literature Review . quarterly publication of the APRL, Inc ., solicits any form of philatelic pub-
lication to him at P. O . Box 716, Laurel, MD 20810 for review in the PLR . Peterson pointed out that while the APRL itself may receive,
and welcomes, copies of such publications, they are not normally then submitted to him for review.

Col . DeVoss urges Affiliates to send their news releases, in addition to normal distribution, to Mrs . Barbara deViolini, Box 5025,
Oxnard, CA 93031 in order that pertinent information therefrom may be considered for inclusion in Mrs . deViolini's regular column in
the APS monthly journal, The American Philatelist. Col. DeVoss further asks that such releases be sent to him at P . O . Box 800, State
College, PA 16801 . and that Mrs . deViolini additionally be sent on a regular basis a copy of each issue of Affiliate publications.

[While not mentioned at the meeting, news releases dealing with philatelic literature or publications—and their preparation—and an
occasional copy of any Affiliate publication are welcome for review and possible mention in the APS Writers Unit No . 30 quarterly . the
News Bulletin . and should be sent to its editor. Joe F . Frye, P . O . Box 22308, Memphis, TN 38122 .]

Mrs. deViolini notes that outtakes, in lieu of complete copies of Affiliate's journals, are suitable for her column, but it should be kept
in mind that there is a three-month lag involved from receipt by her until appearance in her column in the APS journal. For example, an
item sent in on June first could not appear in print until the August issue.

Col . DeVoss notes that the APS journal's editor, Richard L . Sine . Box 800, State College, PA 16801, is always interested in good re-
search articles, and that there is a much wider audience [circulation approximately 45,000 per monthly issue] in that journal than in
most other philatelic publications.	 Itmaybe possible to produce an issue of the APS journal from time to time with heavy emphasis on
the interests andactivitiesof theAPSAffiliates, andthiswillbe publicizedin that publication when such decision is made. The lead
time would be six to eight months in such an instance, to allow ample time for response from all interested Affiliates.

Col. DeVoss notes that it may be possible to utilize some of the apace on the outer wrapper-cover of the APS journal once annually
to promote affiliate membership . This will be handled by Mrs . deViolini, Mr. Sine and the APS central office as response indicates . He
adds that a small charge to at least cover actual cost will apply to mailing label sets produced by APS for the Affiliates' use . and that
non-APS members will NOT be computerized at this time. APS will now provide address for any APS membership number submitted
by an affiliate on a monthly basis free of charge . The APS computerization of membership has been authorized by APS Board of Di-
rectors and it is estimated that this will be on-line January 1 to Feb. 1 . 1979 . Deaths and expulsions will be furnished without cost to
Affiliates. APS does not necessarily expect expulsion by Affiliates of their members who may be expelled by APS, but trust this may
be worked out in future . in addition to securing cooperation of philatelic publications to refuse ads from such as may be found not to
be suitable for such service . Some legal problems are involved—the APS acts only for cause and with care, and the APS attorney will
furnish Affiliates information in a manner to protect all concerned on any expulsion action taken by APS . Complete list of all APS
expulsions 1950 to date will be included in the November, 1978 APS Directory to be mailed with the November issue of the APS journal.
The Board of Vice-Presidents of the APS writes to the individual complained of . sends a second such letter if first not answered. a hear-
ing is arranged and certified letter of such sent individual complained of if still no reply, and expulsion action is taken if no response is
made to the communications noted . This is the method used noted as "failure to reply to official correspondence" in the APS journal
where expulsions may include this notation, and is not the sole justification for expulsion action .
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Affiliate table . or "booth", was first provided—without cost—at the 1977 annual convention of the APS in San Francisco . CA. The
same service was continued at Indianapolis STaMpsHOW '78 and will be a regular feature of APS annual conventions in the future . In

instances where space is available, it will be provided at the Spring Meeting of the APS as well . Extra copies of Affiliate journals, mem-
bership application forms and the like are always welcome for distribution at the Affiliates table when provided . Mrs . deViolini must
be contacted—three to six months in advance—concerning address to which such materials should be sent . See her address, page 1.

Col. DeVoss points out that F .I .P . rules require membership in the respective national society of the country of residence in order
to apply to, or exhibit in any International Exhibition under F.I .P . patronage. This bas been interpreted to include any member of an
APS Affiliate, whether or not such individual is an individual member of APS . APS Chapter members similarly are eligible to apply.
As vice-president of the F.I.P . . Col. DeVoss adds that Affiliate recommendations for International Commissioners or Jurists are wel-
comed by the APS Central Office . Such should be marked to his attention and include a brief summary of the experience and quali-
fications of the individual concerned.

Awards (not certificates) are solicited and welcomed from the Affiliates for use in APS' and other major national philatelic exhibi-
tions, and APS will assist in committing other major such events' chairmen to further this purpose.

An up-to-date list will be available from Mrs. de Violini [address page 11 of available awards of this nature, and affiliate representa-
tives are strongly urged to promptly respond to a form letter they will receive from her about Nov. 1, 1978 to allow this list to be made.

Affiliates will be invited to hold their conventions in conjunction with either the Spring or Anima APS meeting or convention . the
next of which will be the 1979 APS Spring Meeting in conjunction with ROMPEX '79 (details from ROMPEX, Box 2352, Denver, CO
80201 ; APS Affiliate information from Mrs. deViolini or APS Central Office, addresses page 11 in Denver, CO . May 18 .20, 1979.

Speakers, programs, seminars are most welcome at APS events, especially when furnished by APS Affiliates. but details must be
worked out well in advance with Mrs . deViolini and/or APS Central Office to avoid schedule conflicts and guarantee space, etc.

At the Boston, MA APS STaMpsHOW '79 (APS annual convention, 1979 . August 23 . 26, Sheraton-Boston hotel and Hynes Maber-
hum five meeting rooms will be available, each with a capacity of 200 persona, for such purposes. At that event a form will be provi-
ded for all who attend the show to list their preference of the ten best exhibits . The most nearly correct such form according to the

decision of the Jury and the committee handling this special and new event will receive a set of U .S . Zeppelin stamps.
Col DeVoss points out that the APS Sales Division is fully at the disposal of Affiliates mad asks that he be contacted on Sales
Division manses when assistance or information is required. Affiliates or Chapters of APS may subunit circuit hooks for sae to their own

account. Visitors to the APS Central Office in State College, PA may pick up books from the Sales Division but NO sales are allowed
on the APS office premises . The APS staff is not allowed to ` high-grade" the sales books at any time.

These is no requirement from APS involving a dues or other payment for MS (except for some special service, such as address label
or ether assistance involve, an actual cost 1 from Affiliates . There is a small fee for use of the Library, to defray cost of postage and
insurance only, and this applies to all who use the Larry's services. The Affiliate number should be shows on masthead of all publica-
tions and journals. ONE exchange copy of the APS journal is sent to ONE individual, designated in writing by each Affiliate, without

cost.

Affiliation may be requested by sending request on letterhead of the group, signed by its president and secretary, enclosing a copy
of the by-laws and an example of the most recent membership list and a recent copy of the group's journal to Col . DeVoss at the APS
Central Office, box 800, State College, PA 16801 . AT LEAST TEN INDIVIDUALS of the group requesting Affiliate status must be
Individual members of the APS.

The audience asks how to improve the quality of their journals . It was suggested that membership (individual memberships only.
applicant must be an APS member in good standing) be established by journal editor and others interested in philatelic communicating
in the Writers Unit No. 30 . APS, by requesting application . form from their journal's editor, Joe Frye . Box 22308, Memphis TN 38122.
The Writers Unit journal is published for philatelic writers . authors, editors and publishers and its contest is derived almost entirely from
the same source. The Writers Unit has the largest membership of any Philatelic Writers' association in the world—over 700.

Mrs . deViolini dosed the session by suggesting that Affiliates ASK for assistance—send an agenda of subjects felt of worth for use at
a similar gathering to be held at the Boston . [APS Annual Convention, Aug. 23 . 26, 1979—see 'hove . this page' APS show .



Dear Members,
As promised, here is the K, Z and S auction that has been almost

2 months in the making . Besides being the largest in size and dollar
value so far, it also represents the participation of approximately
l() members acting as sellers.

Speaking of selling, I would like to make the following recom-
mendation . Please write me first and tell me about the material that
you wish to sell through the auction . A SSAE will be appreciated . I
will then contact you as to what, when, and how to send it . This will
save both of us lots of time and postage (which is getting very
expensive these days).

Best of luck to all in Auction #32 . The closing date will be
February 20, 1979.

For this auction 1 Sfr = .60¢ U .S .
Regards,
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DIE SOLDATENMARKEN DER SCHWEIZ . A CATALOGUE OF THE SOLDIERS ISSUES OF SWITZER -
LAND, WORLD WARS ONE AND TWO, by H . Sulser, Egerkingen (SwitzerIand)

A small year ago this catalogue, leaning heavily on the standard works for this
type of issues, the Locher catalogues -- out of print for decades -- appeared
as the first one of a series of promised reissues for this field . Subsequently,
rival catalogue preparers apparently gave up the ghost and accepted the fact
that this work would now be the standard reference . Your former TELL editor
and this reviewer . both "into" the soldiers issues field (albeit in different
ways) decided to delay an analysis of this work until some more tangible re -
sults to the extremely high prices in the book would be available . This has now
happened because on October 6-7 . 1978 a " Soldiers Issues Only" auction . with
almost 1800 lots, was conducted publicly by the Bern dealers Grabner.

The results? Sulser is overpriced by about 65% ; or perhaps one should say that
one third of catalogue would be more likely to correspond to reality . All lots
had, according to European custom, minimum bids . . . and only about one in five
lots sold . Lots furthermore were to have added onto the successful bid a 10%
surcharge (also common in Europe) ; but communications from a reliable source
and observer indicate that many lots sold below the minimum bids given, so that
the 10% surcharge became included in reaching the minimum bid! (Somewhat highly
unorthodox, but obviously fact .)

Where does that leave a collector? Hopefully jubilating, because at least on
one front the artificial heating up of everything philatelic to unrealistic
warmths has proven to be a bust . This will bring this collecting field back
into the realm of collectors who ENJOY collecting, and drive off hoarders.

What sold better at that auction were covers . especially properly used ones.
and real errors . But the whole bulk of soldiers Issues received a welcome box
on the ear, and if you mark your soldiers material for sale in the future then
translate Sulser catalogue prices into dollars by dividing the figures given
by five . That will produce a realistic sales price in U .S . dollars . (Of course
you can try to peddle your wares at full catalogue ; but the auction showed
very clearly that the buyers will beware and stay away .)

What about the catalogue in other respects? Well, it has the advantage of
listing both World Wars' issues in one volume ; but all theillustrations, shown
on glossy black background pages that strain your eyes under artificial light,
are in a separate volume, and some of them unfortunately have wrong numbers,
thus not always simplifying a search for certain items.

The first war's issues are listed by army corps or divisions, etc . ; this
follows Locher rather closely even though proper credit is not really given . The
second war's issues are listed, again following Locher, by troop types : in -
fantry, artillery, bakers, etc . Thus a unified, new approach lacks ; but many
hitherto unlisted varieties, plus all the varieties listed in a flurry of
supplements to the old Locher are now built into the main catalogue . This
necessitated changing all catalogue numbers, and all serious collectors of
this specialty field will have to convert to Sulser numbering now.

When it comes to special printings or souvenir sheets, Sulser often is inac -
curate, incomplete, or both -- or is it only the at times amateurish way in
which such entries are treated which makes it very difficult to locate speci-
alties? Nevertheless the book will be of considerable help to a collector.
provided that some basic knowledge of German pre-exists.

As to prices in general, some critics have accused Sulser of pricing high
what he owned, and low what he still was trying to acquire . That of course is
" meow-meow" of unhappy competitors ; but at any rate the pricing is obviously
unrealistic for 1978 . With the continued loss of our Dollar's purchasing power,
however . these prices may be reality by 1985 .

	

FG
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CATALOGUE AND BOOK REVIEWS

THE NEW ZUMSTEINS ARE HERE -- 1979, THAT IS!

The "Little Zumstein" for Switzerland and Liechtenstein 1979, in a bright
orange cover, made its appearance -- as usual -- at the beginning of Sep-
tember . Biggest change : All basic Swiss stamps, plus a few major color va-
rieties, are now depicted in a reasonably close approximation of the actual
stamps ' color. While your reviewer would NOT give absolute credence to ALL
hues., as depicted, there are nevertheless a few color shades shown which
will help a collector, such as the cross and numeral 15 cts . 63A and 63Ad,
yellow and orange, respectively, or the different greens of the Geneva
Cantonals of 1845 to 1848. (Liechtenstein remains black and white, for the
time being .) As every AHPS member knows, this annual catalogue is really a
MUST for any serious collector of Switzerland, and while buyers of the 1978
"specialized " may perhaps sit out 1979 for the "little" one because there
were many price changes between the 1978 "little" and the 1978 "specialized",
anyone else ought to take advantage of the special tie-in offered this year
to members paying their membership dues for 1979 in time : The trends? Well,
they are as usual : the really good material moves upward ; the rest moves
quite little from over a year ago . There is continued if not increased snub-
bing of hinged, mint material . Compared to the Swiss franc, however, the
U .S . Dollar keeps slipping ; thus even an identical price in SFrs . means, in
dollars, an increase of about 35% over a year ago.

The Zumstein EUROPA, 1979 . As announced the year 1978 was the last one in
which this important catalog was published in a single volume . The 1979
issue comes in two volumes : a fat one, with 1026 pages, for Western Europe,
and a slimmer one, of 692 pages, for Eastern- Europe . East Germany appears
in both volumes, as a consoling gesture to collectors of Germany . While for
a Switzerland only collector this biggest work of the house of Zumstein will
be of little consequence (the Swiss section is almost identical to that of
the "little" Zumstein), this very detailed catalog is at least of equal
importance as are Yvert, or Michel, and the like for Europe collectors . The

pricing is taken directly from latest, actual market conditions (for in-
stance, right now, Andorra is shooting through the roof, price-wise), and
there is not the terrible delay in catching up with the market as with the
Scott catalog . Someone interested in keeping abreast of latest issues and
price developments should, however, also subscribe to Zumstein's house organ,
the Berner Briefmarkenzeitung, available from the publisher in Bern.

Felix Ganz.

PS : A copy of the Zumstein Switzerland/Liechtenstein S pecialized. 1978, is
(was) being offered in an AHPS auction as a DONATION LOT by Zumstein & Co .,
with net proceeds going to the AHPS treasury -- a very nice gesture indeed .
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MORE BOOK REVIEWS

DIE SCHWEIZERISCHEN BAHNSTEMPEL MIT LINIENANGABE, VON BEGINN BIS HEUTE (SWISS
RPO CANCELLATIONS) by Alfred Müller . (Bern : Zumstein g Co ., 1977, SFr . 14 . ppd .)

AHPS member Müller 's articles on this subject appeared almost parallel" to
similar discussions and installments in TELL, and Mr . Müller and the under-
signed kept much correspondence aflowing while the different article series
appeared . Now Mr .Müller's articles from the Berner Briefmarkenzeitung have

been revised, enlarged and made into a continuous narrative . The 28 page

booklet is richly illustrated which helps a non-German speaking viewer over
many seeming handicaps . Müller treats the very beginnings of Swiss RPOs and
includes a few charming old photographs . Named RPO cancellations are priced

by type (corresponding to the listings in the new Andres and Emmenegger post-
mark catalogue) and alphabetically within each type or subtype . A complete

listing of all "numbered-only" RPO markings is promised for the future.

KANTON GRAUBÜNDEN : STEMPEL MIT POSTLEITZAHL AB 1965 . (POSTMARKS OF GRISONS

CANTON SINCE 1965, with postal code number) by Kart Gebert, Kapplerstrasse 21,
9642 Ebnat-Kappel (Switzerland) . Available from the author ; about $4., ppd.

The companion piece to the same author's earlier studies on Grisons postmarks,
bringing the project to completion . The modern postmarks' placing into service
and their total number . etc . were ascertained with the cooperation of the Chur
PTT district HQ offices . The listings include every single cancellation hammer
issued in that district since 1965 . including PP (postage prepaid) strikes and
town propaganda cancels . Pictures of the basic types make the listings easy to
understand . SIX pages total . Every collector of modern Grisons postmarks will
utter a series of agonized cries when seeing the listings

	

because so much has

been replaced after shortest periods of use . Of the total of 884 cancellation
devices issued for this Canton since 1965 212 have been retired or recut	

SONDERSTEMPEL UND AUTOMOBILPOSTSTEMPEL DER SCHWEIZ (SPECIAL CANCELLATIONS OF

SWITZERLAND) by PEN (5th edition): Editions PEN, 13 avenue du Midi, 1950 Sion
(Switzerland) . From the author ; about SFr.55. NO CHECKS NOR DOLLAR BILLS WANTED.

Reissued in a more tightly organized and considerably clearer way, this fifth
edition by now has become the standard work on all Swiss special cancellations
except airmail and flight markings (an unhappy, continued omission) . The cur-
rent issue of 1978, after introductory pages in French . German . Italian . and
English, lists and illustrates all truly special and all automobile post of-
fice special cancellations and cachets on fifty 8 by 12" pages contained in a
sturdy four ring binder which permits annual updating . 2700 cancels are listed.

Since some special postmarks from Switzerland nowadays command prices (on com-
plete cover) in excess of SFr . 500 ., the apparently steep price of this excel-
lent handbook may be recouped by discovering one single . rare marking!

The current issue lists, chronologically . intermixed and therefore much easier
to locate, all automobile office marks since 1937, all truly special markings
since. 1876, all first day cancellations with special design . and markings re-
lated to annually recurring events (Tell festivals . Balloon weeks, etc .).

A preface page illustrates a number of quasi private marks prior to 1876 when
special, postal markings had not yet come into use .

	

A few special machine can -
cellations also are listed -- perhaps unnecessarily so because a complete hand-
book for that species of markings is promised for May . 1979.

No one should attempt a special cancellation collection without this volume!

FG
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"HFLVETIA" : SWISS PLATE VARIETIES. FLAWS, RETOUCHES, ETC . ; PART I

Columnist and Collator : Thomas Kendall

AHPS members wishing to participate as contributors to this project please
mail clearly drawn sketches, or good enlarged photographs, with arrows
showing the flaw, etc ., either to the Editor of TELL or to Thomas Kendall,
P. O. Box 1191, Evanston, IL 60204.

Swiss stamps are rich in varieties resulting from printing flaws, be they
caused by broken plates . incompletely inked plates, smears from wiping
cloths, retouches . color splotches . white (uninked) spots, plate scratches,
double transfers, missing design parts, and so on.

Since more and more collectors are becoming interested in these frequently
fascinating imperfections, TELL, in a hopefully perpetual series, will
attempt to show its readers many of these varieties. Your Editor and I
have conspired to make this series as useful as possible. It will always be
printed on a page that is backed with advertising .* Thus, it can be removed
from TELL and stored in a ring binder without mutilating other articles.
We will index each column by both Zumstein and Scott numbers (see upper
right corner) for easy reference . This format also enables us to skip from
one issue to another, from Pro Patrias to postage dues, to Standing
Helvetias, to an airmail overprint variety, or sometimes to discuss all
stamps in an issue and sometimes only one . We plan to show varieties
not illustrated in Zumstein.

Zumstein & Cie, makes a useful little device called a "variety finder."
This is a grid, one axis lettered, the other numbered, printed on a thin
piece of transparent plastic. Further information concerning this device is

in the front matter of Zumstein's specialized catalog. By the time you read
this, yours truly should have received fifty of these variety finders . They
can be had from the address in the heading for $1.00 plus SASE--or $10 .00

without SASE, profits . if any, going to the AHPS treasury.

Naturally, we will need help to keep this series running . The item chosen
below will demonstrate what is attempted and how contributors to this series

should proceed. Either a good-sized (enlarged) photograph will be needed
onto which the variety must be reinforcedly drawn, or--better yet--a simple

sketch of what to watch for ought to accompany any such report.

PRO-PATRIA 1149 ISSUE, 40 cts . blue (Z WIT 45, SC B186) : GRISONS HOUSE

Plate flaw #1 :

	

Defective shutter (sheet A111,
17th stamp in sheet) . As the drawing shows,
the variety is found on the window at lower
right in the house front (variety finder field
D5) . The left shutter on the variety looks like
an "L. " It is easily visible to the naked eye
since the area looks white rather than blue.

*or at least on a page with non-conflicting information (Ed .)
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This same stamp also shows an example of worn plate. The catalog calls

it, "missing mountain at left of house . " This variety is not always too
easily seen because the mountain is not very strongly shaded in the first

place . In-between stages of the worn plate exist so that one may argue

just when the mountain is visible and when not! Both varieties carry a

SFr. 12,00 premium over the normal stamp, so they are well worth watch-

ing for. The "missing mountain" variety occurs on stamps 16 and 21 of

sheet D111.

AN ADVENTURE IN LICHTENSTEIG (ST .GALLEN)

Robert Barry

Looking back on a recent visit to Europe where I took an afternoon off
to attend a Swiss stamp show and bourse (=Börse), l have jotted down some
observations which may be of interest to AHPS readers .

	

From a listing in
the Schweizer	 Briefmarken-Zeitung . an attractive, well printed stamp mon -
thly magazine, I learned of the 'Eastern Switzerland Exhibition and Börse'
to be held on a weekend in Lichtensteig, a small town which was celebrat -
ing the 750th year of its founding .

	

An added attraction for me was that
the exhibition was focused on Swiss collecting, or "Heimat"-Sammlungen . I
was curious to see how such a show might compare with a small U .S . show.

From Zürich a train took me out through- picture book valleys, past color-
ful Saturday afternoon soccer matches and, with one train change, dropped
me off at the baroque station of Lichtensteig (Toggenburg valley) . At the
geranium-trimmed station a postbus for Krinau waited . I saw that I was at
the center of a network of 2 to 5 hour "Wanderwege," (marked hiking trails)
which led off into very beautiful hills .

	

At the news stand I noticed that
there was no Herald-Tribune for sale . a sure sign that I was far off the
beaten track!

"How far to the Hotel Krone?" I inquired at the station . The answer was a
refreshing and vigorous "Ten minutes by bicycle . " I decided to walk . . ..
across the river that cut a deep valley around the town, and up through
the winding, medieval street to the hotel . It was a busy show, with a ca -
chet available at the entrance, bourse tables spread through a corridor
around a club room and up on a stage .

	

Two floors of assembly rooms above
were used to display about 200 frames of exhibition material.

Some of my hasty observations:
-- Tables were extremely well organized as perhaps l should have expected;
-- A great deal of interest was being shown in town cancellations;
--No penny boxes nor boxes of bargain or "fun " covers;
--Children in attendance seemed to know exactly what they were looking for;
--Exhibition frames that were more discreetly and tastefully arranged than

we would find at a similar show in this country ; or looking at it an-

other way : exhibition frames that showed less individuality!
--The curse of every stamp show . . .not enough chairs;
-- The dollar . alas, does not go very far in Switzerland any more.

My purchases for the day : three inexpensive U .S . covers!



FROM YOUR CIRCUIT MANAGER:

By now . 1} months into the circuit season,
30 circuits are on the way, representing
a value of over $9,000 .00 . One circuit
was bought out completely ; one circuit is
already lost in the mail ; and the bank
account already shows over $1,000 .00

With the postal rate increase, and now the
insurance at $400, this has permitted me to
send out fewer circuits, and somehow or
other, it has attracted much higher quality
material than usual.

The requested prices for the material
submitted went up drastically too . however
I think it is understandable since some of
the sellers are still collectors, and have
to pay today's prices for the selected
material.

---Mario Wiedenmeier . Circuit Manager---













Felix Ganz,Editor-pro-tem
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